Spangler Knot

Step 1: Make a double loop through hook ring.

Step 2: Place tag end behind main line and through double loops.

Step 3: Bring tag end behind and around again.

Step 4: Put tag end through all loops.
**Step 5:** Moisten lines and slowly tighten small loops against larger loops.

**Note:** Use less tension pulling on tag end when cinching knot.

**Step 6:** Place hook under tension and pull main and tag lines slowly together; trim end. Make sure loops do not cross.

**Note:** For larger diameter lines, pull on tag line to cinch against loops.

**Alternative method:** tie under pressure; wrap around finger from the beginning and finish knot in the same manner.

**Alternative method:** make triple loop instead of double loop and finish knot in the same manner. This knot is about 5 percent stronger than double loop version.